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Why 90 Seconds?

 How to Make People 
Like You in 90 secs. Or 
Less by Nicholas 
Boothman (booktalk)

 First encounters with 
books for kids are like 
this.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
90 Seconds rule spawned from an idea I read in How to Make People Like You in 90 secs. Or Less by Nicholas Boothman, Basically, the 90 second rule states that The first 90 seconds we meet someone, ”Our brain experiences a sense of novelty (a new experience), at which point we’re much more mentally stimulated. After this, our brain gets used to the other person being there, and they’ve already had an opportunity to set an impression.”When kids first encounter a book, it’s a very similar concept. They take in the book, the cover, and what pops out for them when you’re talking. The attention span will go down as you give them more books, so 



Can’t Compute, Need More 
Input!

 Where do we go 
from here?

 By the time 
we’re done, 
you’ll be on 
your way!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do We Go From Here:We’re Going to Boldly Go Where Few Librarians Have Gone BeforeBrush up on our Mad SkillsLearn the bare bones approachPracticeBy The Time We’re Done, You’ll:          Know how to keep it quick and to the point            Know How To Pick Out the Appeal Factors and Challenges            Be able to use the librarian force for good            



Captain’s Log

 17 years working in a library 
 14 years as a librarian
 YouTube Channel Co-Creator

 The Keepers of the Books

 Have Dyslexia 
 Taken a lot of special training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve worked in libraries for the past 17 years, 14 of which were as a librarian. I have a YouTube Channel I do with my sister called The Keepers of the Books where we give 90 seconds or less booktalks for mostly kids and teens. I am also dyslexic, so I understand and have experienced both ends of the reader spectrum. I’ve taken several classes and trainings related to Reader’s Advisory for Kids and Teens who are reluctant readers over the past 14 years, including Decoding Dyslexia, Engaging Reluctant Readers, and Leveled Reading workhops. 



Mad Skills You’ll Be Building

 Broader Knowledge Base

 Appeal factor of genres

 Active listening and how to ask the right 
questions

 Bare bones of a booktalk



Your Supplies List

 Your Co-Pilots (co-workers)

 Your Millennium Falcon (get to later)

 A Computer

 Your Brain 

 An Open-Mind

 Professional Journals and Publications

 A Little Bit of Time and Creativity



How to Begin 
Your Journey

 Your Continuing 
Mission: 

 To seek out new 
sources, new 
books, and new 
information, 

 To boldly go 
where few 
librarians have 
gone before.

 To take a small 
step for 
librarians, one 
giant leap for 
patron kind

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mission:    To be able to do great Reader’s Advisory, you need to be up on current trends. Trends include movies coming out, books       kids mention, new books that come in.    In the handout, I gave you you’ll find a list of some great resources for book reviews, trends, etc.  Your library as well as       other libraries’ booklists  (I Show how to find)Leap     -I personally take out an hour or two every week to brush up on my librarian Shakespeare. I’ll vary what I look at each         week. One week I’ll focus on professional journals, another week I’ll do booklists.      -I also subscribe to SLJ and other free library newsletters to keep up on trends. Also included in the handout.    -If I get an unusual request I don’t know how to answer effectively, I’ll take an opportunity to do the research and decide       how  I would’ve answered it more effectively.    



Now It’s Time to Build Your 
Millennium Falcon

 Reader’s Advisory starts even 
before the patron enters the 
library

 Challenging genres? Best genres?

 Self-created booklists are your 
friend

 Library booklists (keep a copy 
somewhere)

 Look at the books when they come 
in

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like Han Solo is always working on his Millennium Falcon, we have to keep ours in ship-shape. You have to know where there’s gaps in your book knowledge and where you’re good. What genres challenge you the most? Which genres are you good at (your old reliable ship)?	Think about what reader’s advisory questions you get a lot, how many of them are you comfortable 	answering? What ones give you pause?  For example I’m comfortable answering any science fiction, fantasy, or 	Diary of Wimpy Kid read alike	 question, but give me a romance question and I’m usually flustered,Build Your Own Lists	The idea is these lists are for your personal reference where you can access them. This will help if you run out 	of your library’s booklists or the patron has read them all.	Make lists of titles of go-to books in the genres that stump you and for your genres you’re good at. 	Lists should include titles for your go-to books in the genres you’re good at. Include authors, titles, and call 	numbers. If possible, list a few appeal factors for them. These are for your own reference for when you get the 	questions you dread or need some help organizing thoughs. Make sure to update it regularly as new titles 	become popular or come up.	Why reinvent the Wheel?	Share these lists with your co-workers. If they have a go-to genre different from you, ask them to list some 	books for you.	Library Booklists Are Your Friend!	Become familiar with your library’s booklists. You can even add some of the same titles on to your lists, but try 	to at least have some different ones (80% new/20% list)	Look at the Books When They Come In:		At my library, we get plenty of opportunities to see the new books as they come up to be checked in. If you 	don’t get this chance, however, take five minutes when your off to take a chance to read the books on display.		How to Quick Read a Book:	-Look at the cover, the description, the author, and the reviews on the jacket. Note the character (if applicable) 	and appeal factors.	-Flip through. Any pictures? What stands out?	-Turn to a page in the middle and skim through a page or two	-Glance at the acknowledgements and extra goodies.	-Read the author’s bio. Gives a feel for what the author’s like	-



So a Person Walks into a 
Library



Recon Mission Time

 Recognize the issues 
and how to address 
them.

 Know Most Common 
Challenges
 Kids vs. Teens vs Adults

 Parents

 Third Party 

 Spot Appeal Factors and 
Challenges
 Built-In Appeal Factors

 Ones Mentioned

 Reading the Situation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of Reader’s Advisory is being able to spot the possible roadblocks and helpmeets.Challenges are just that, a challenge, but not impossible.KidsDon’t always know what they like/dislike or stubborn about what they like/dislikeMay be burdened by assignment restrictions (page count, genre, type of book report, etc.)More restricted by age and reading levels. Reading Levels It can be 4th grade, Level T, 920L, or a color.You can look up the name of the reading program or get them to mention books they’ve read recently and try to match accordingly. Go with your gutComparison Chart Handout?TeensUsually a reluctant or an avid readerUsually very particular about what they likeLength can be a large factor for themMay be burdened by assignment restrictionsContent can be a big factorAdultsUsually more well readMay have specific content they don’t want (sex, violence, romance)May be more open-minded to crossover genresParentsMay be really vocal about what they will allow they’re kids to readMay think “good book” is a classic or a traditional chapter bookOr may not careParents will voice their opinion if they care.Try to find a compromise.Third Party Reader’s AdvisoryMay not know what the person likesMay be dealing with a reluctant readerTitles other person liked may be one-off.Go with what may be popular that matches interests. Offer to have them come back in.Appeal FactorsBuilt-In Appeal FactorsTheir interests make for usually compatible booksHelps to know at least a few authors or books for common interests you hear like dance, sports, cooking, etc.Ones They MentionMay trump for avid readers. Reluctant readers will be more based on built-in appeal factorsKnow what various genres tend to have.



Remember WORF

Welcoming and easy to 
approach

Open-ended Questions

Rephrase

Follow Up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WORF



K.I.S.S.

 Catchy Tagline
 2-3 sentences about 

plot/characters
 Mention as many appeal 

factors as possible
 Pause briefly between 

each book to gauge their 
reaction

 If possible, keep it to no 
more than 3 or 4 books for 
an avid reader, 2 or 3 for 
a reluctant reader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example Book Review:Variant by Robison WellsIt’s Hunger Games set in a school with a mad scientist. When Benson gets a scholarship to Maxfield Academy, he soon discovers that not everything is what is seems. With rules changing every day and rule breakers disappearing, can he survive. Great for if you like science fiction, books that hard to put down, or books with mad scientists.



Take at Least One Thing
And Try It

Practice is Key
Take one thing a 

week and work on 
it for an hour or 
two

You’ll soon notice a 
difference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WORF
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